A cis-element responsible for cGMP in the promoter of the soybean chalcone synthase gene.
The cyclic nucleotides cGMP and cAMP have been reported to play key roles in the regulation of plant processes and responses. We have previously reported that several genes encoding flavonoid biosynthetic enzymes, including chalcone synthase (CHS) in soybean (Glycine max L.), were induced by cGMP but not cAMP. The soybean genome contains nine CHS gene copies (GmCHS1-9). We investigated the responsiveness of several GmCHS genes to cGMP, cAMP, NO, and white light. Quantitative RT-PCR analysis showed that the transcript levels of GmCHS7 and GmCHS8 were increased by 3.6- and 3.8-fold, respectively, with cGMP whereas the transcript levels of GmCHS2 remained constant. Although cAMP had no effect on the transcript levels of the three genes, NO had an activation effect on all three. White light activated the three genes in a transient manner, with GmCHS2, GmCHS7, and GmCHS8 transcript levels increasing 3-fold after 3 h and decreasing to basal levels after 9 h. The GmCHS8 promoter contains several important cis-elements, including the G-box and H-box forming the Unit-I-like sequence and the MYB binding sequence, a target of the GmMYB176 transcription factor regulating the expression of GmCHS8. A transient gene expression assay revealed the activation of the Unit-I-like sequence, but not of the MYB binding sequence, by cGMP. The combination of G-box and H-box was necessary for cGMP responsiveness. Taken together, these results suggest that the Unit-I-like sequence in the promoters of GmCHS7 and GmCHS8 is a cGMP responsive cis-element in these genes and that NO exerts its effect via cis-elements other than the Unit-I-like sequence.